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GLOBAL/INTERNATIONAL SECOND QUARTER 2016 PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTION & COMMENTARY

International Growth Strategy
Market Overview

Economic figures have been resilient but still relatively mixed in

Global equities finished the quarter with modest gains, although

recent months. Eurozone manufacturing and services PMI data

total return figures do not reflect the significant volatility and choppy

reflected modest expansion and levels generally in line or slightly

price patterns during the period. Over the past several months, global

ahead of expectations. Producer prices exhibited a slight pick-up in

markets largely focused on the U.K. “Brexit” vote on whether to leave

inflation but overall price levels revealed continuing challenges to

the European Union (EU). Global markets trended higher in advance

approaching the European Central Bank’s inflation targets. In terms

of the referendum as polls and odds suggested the U.K. would vote

of labor conditions, recent Eurozone unemployment data reflected a

to remain. The markets also responded positively as the U.S. Federal

slight improvement to 10.1%, the lowest level since 2011.

Reserve gradually adopted a more dovish stance on interest rates, the
European Central Bank broadened its range of quantitative easing

Asian equities faced a turbulent quarter with periods of volatility,

programs, and commodity prices continued to trend upward. The

as the MSCI Pacific Index returned 0.90% in USD terms (-4.26%

U.K.’s decision to leave the EU upset this period of relative stability,

in local currency). Japanese equities continued to be pressured

and global equity markets sold off sharply following the referendum’s

by the appreciation in the yen versus the dollar. The yen most

results. By quarter-end, however, many markets regained most if not

directly impacts the large export sector. As discussed above, the

all of the post-Brexit lost ground, as investors took advantage of lower

Brexit vote spurred a global flight to perceived safe-haven assets

prices, and global central banks signaled a readiness to act if required.

and drove the yen higher. Economic data remains disappointing in
Japan as core inflation remains low and PMI manufacturing data

European shares underperformed during the period, as reflected

reflects contracting industrial activity. Prime Minister Abe recently

in the -2.29% decline of the MSCI Europe Index (+1.65% in local

announced a delay in the sales tax increase, which should bolster

currency). In the week following the Brexit vote, European shares

domestic demand. In terms of individual country performance,

rallied as investor concerns over the long-term impact of Britain’s

Japan returned 1.03% in USD terms (-7.78% local) illustrating the

decision to leave the European Union faded, and Bank of England

significant currency impact for the period. In other key markets,

Governor Carney indicated the bank could loosen monetary policy

Australia and Hong Kong also eked out small gains, returning 0.53%

in coming months. Investors also responded positively to the start

and 0.94%, respectively.

of the European Central Bank’s Corporate Sector Purchase Program.
FIGURE 1. CALAMOS INTERNATIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY RETURNS
Calamos International Growth Composite (gross of fees)

Calamos International Growth Composite (net of fees)
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Source: Calamos Advisors LLC and Mellon Analytical Solutions LLC. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Data as of 6/30/16.

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page five for additional information.
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FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI ex-U.S.
GROWTH INDEX
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Attribution based on gross of fee performance with dividends reinvested. Performance attribution excludes any government/sovereign bonds or options on broad market indexes the portfolio may hold.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Source: Calamos Advisors LLC. Data as of 6/30/16.

Emerging markets faced a back-and-forth quarter but delivered
modest gains overall, returning 0.80% for the quarter (in USD), as
represented by the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. EMs experienced a
strong quarter-end rally based on speculation that central banks will

particularly well, as demand for the metal increased and companyspecific fundamentals improved. We have held an underweight position
in the materials sector overall, given our cautious view of global demand
trends and sustainability of a near-term pickup in commodity prices.
The portfolio’s relative selection in financials detracted the most
value during the period. In particular, portfolio holdings in the
investment banking and brokerage areas significantly lagged their
index constituents.

take steps to support the global economy and the U.S. Fed will keep
interest rates lower for longer. China continues to navigate slowing

Selection in information technology also negatively impacted quarterly

economic growth and mixed data releases. The country’s manufacturing

performance. In particular, portfolio holdings in the Internet software

PMI data continued to hover around the 50 level, reflecting a slight

and services industry trailed the index constituents. We presently

expansion overall, while the country’s service sector saw stronger

hold an active overweight in technology, reflecting earnings growth,

demand conditions. Indian stocks performed well in the quarter, as

cash flow characteristics, balance sheet quality and large addressable

the government stepped up measures to bolster growth. Specifically, it

markets. We see strong thematic alignment in the sector and many

eased rules on foreign direct investment, approved a new mining policy

current holdings are well positioned to benefit from the global

and a proposal to increase salaries for federal staff. Brazilian equities

demand for mobility, analytics, and e-commerce among other areas.

continued to rally as investors responded positively to interim President
Temer’s reform proposals, including an ambitious plan to eliminate real

From a regional perspective, we continued to hold a slight overweight

increases in budget spending for up to 20 years. Brazil has delivered

in Europe, reflecting our view of stabilizing economic data, an upside

among the strongest gains globally in the first half of 2016, on the

in corporate margins and the European Central Bank’s extensive

heels of a rally in its energy and financials sectors despite a lack of much

monetary policy accommodation. This allocation detracted value in the

improvement in fundamentals. The top-performing EM countries in the

period as the region trailed. Selection in Emerging Latin America also

period included Peru (+18.19%) and Brazil (+13.93%) in USD terms, while

disappointed, whereas selection in Emerging Asia helped buoy results.

the worst performers included Poland (-17.32%) and Greece (-13.89%).
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All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page five for additional information.
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FIGURE 3. SECTOR ALLOCATIONS VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. GROWTH INDEX
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Source: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Data as of 6/30/16.
This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or broad
based index hedging securities/options the portfolio may hold.

FIGURE 4. COUNTRY WEIGHTS VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. GROWTH INDEX
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Source: Calamos Advisors LLC. Data as of 6/30/16.
This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Companies are classified geographically according to their country of domicile.
Geographical distribution tables exclude any options on broad market indexes the portfolio may hold.

Positioning

In terms of our aforementioned overweight to Europe, we believe

We have positioned the portfolio with an emphasis on secular

that our holdings exhibit higher quality attributes and diversified

growth areas including information technology, consumer

geographic revenues, which should be beneficial in the current

discretionary, health care, industrials and select financials. From

environment of policy uncertainty and volatility.

a sector standpoint, we maintained relatively stable weights
during the quarter. Reflecting select cyclical opportunities, we did

With regard to Japan, we have a relatively even-weight view of the

modestly increase the portfolio weight in materials. As an offset,

market overall, supported by accommodative policies and impactful

we decreased our allocation to information technology, driven

corporate reforms but also challenged by low growth and the

mainly by security-specific rationale.

stronger yen. Economic data has been disappointing, but through

The representative portfolio information described in both charts above represents a representative account managed in the International Growth strategy. Other clients’ portfolios may differ mainly
due to individual restrictions and timing of purchases and sales. All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page five for additional information.
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bottom-up analysis we see a significant set of companies with improved

While Brexit is likely to lead to incrementally slower global growth and other

capital allocation and more shareholder friendly policies.

unknown consequences, we view the referendum primarily as a political
event, not as a catalyst to trigger a more systemic global market dislocation.

We continue to hold a highly selective view of emerging markets, preferring

Still, it is difficult to foresee a break out from this extended period of tepid-

investments in commodity-consuming and pro-growth reform economies

global economic growth absent policies and regulations that encourage

overall. We anticipate continued divergence in the near-term prospects of

entrepreneurship and responsible risk taking. Although central banks are

emerging market economies due to distinct growth trajectories, varying

likely to step in should markets become disorderly, it is unclear how much

structural reform paths, and movement in currencies and commodity prices.

room the banks have to maneuver in an environment of low-to-negative
interest rates. Given our outlook for continued muted economic growth, we

We view valuations in international equities as relatively attractive, but we

are presently favoring quality growth companies over cyclicals. By extension,

remain mindful of risk discipline and cognizant of the many crosscurrents

the portfolio’s investments emphasize companies with good earnings

in markets. Our holdings reflect a combination of secular and select cyclical

visibility, solid cash flow generation and stronger balance sheets. From a

growth opportunities in key sectors, including information technology,

thematic and sector perspective, we see solid opportunities in the technology

consumer staples and discretionary, health care, industrials and select

sector, consumer companies tied to global consumption, and innovative

financials.

companies in health care and industrials. We believe our active investment
approach and long-term perspective positions us to take advantage of these

Outlook

opportunities in global markets.

Markets continue to traverse the higher volatility, lower total-return
environment we anticipated at the start of the year. Periods of heightened
volatility will likely continue as modest global economic growth, increased
political uncertainty and activist central bank policies influence markets.

Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance quoted. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies which may differ significantly in terms
of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio performance,
characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown.
The information portrayed is for the Calamos International Growth Composite. Representative holdings and portfolio characteristics
are specific only to the portfolio shown at that point in time. Other portfolios will vary in composition, characteristics, and will
experience different investment results. The representative portfolio shown has been selected by the advisor based on account
characteristics that the advisor feels accurately represents the investment strategy as a whole.
The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be
considered investment advice.
The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any industry, sector or
particular security. There is no assurance that any industry, sector or security discussed herein will remain in a client’s account at
the time of reading this report or that industry, sectors or securities sold have not been repurchased. The industries, sectors, or
securities discussed herein do not represent a client’s entire account and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of
an account’s holdings.
It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove to be profitable, or that the
investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance of the
securities discussed herein.
Performance returns presented reflect, unless otherwise noted, the Calamos International Growth Composite, which is an actively
managed composite primarily investing in common stocks issued by companies outside the United States. The composite includes
all fully discretionary fee-paying accounts. Quarterly returns exclude the impact of management advisory fees, which would reduce
actual performance results. Net return is presented after the deduction of the actual management fee. All returns are net of
commission and other similar fees charged on securities transactions and include reinvestment of net realized gains and interest.
The MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. Growth Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the growth
equity stock market. The index is calculated on a total return basis, which includes reinvestment of gross dividends before deduction of withholding taxes. The MSCI Europe Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity
market performance of the developed markets in Europe. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free-float-adjusted market-capitalization
index that is designed to measure equity-market performance in the global emerging markets. The MSCI Japan Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of the developed markets in Japan. The
The indices are calculated on a total return basis, which includes reinvestment of gross dividends before deduction of withholding taxes.
Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all distributions and do not reflect any fees, expenses, or sales charges. Investors
cannot invest directly in an index.

Fees include the investment advisory fee charged by Calamos
Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are annualized.
Chart Data Sources: Mellon Analytical Solutions LLC and Calamos
Advisors LLC.
Average annual total return measures net investment income and
capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an annualized
average assuming reinvestment of dividends and capital gains
distributions.
Calamos Advisors LLC is a federally registered investment advisor.
Form ADV Part 2A, which provides background information
about the firm and its business practices, is available upon written
request to:
Calamos Advisors LLC
2020 Calamos Court
Naperville, IL 60563-2787
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